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The multi-scale problem (part I)   
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Or why sub-grid models are unavoidable! 
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DM halo mass function 

The multi-scale problem (part II): an inverse cascade?   The multi-scale problem (part I   

Galaxy stellar mass function 

Shift of DM halo MF by the universal baryon fraction 

High mass end discrepancy: AGN feedback? 

low mass end discrepancy: SN feedback? 

HST, NASA 
M87 AGN jet 

Moustakas et al 2013 



The Horizon-AGN simulation	  
•  Simula(on	  content	  

–  Run	  with	  Ramses	  (AMR)	  Teyssier	  (2002)	  
–  Lbox=100	  Mpc/h	  
–  10243	  DM	  par(cles	  MDM,res=8x107	  Msun	  

–  Finest	  cell	  resolu(on	  dx=1	  kpc	  
–  Gas	  cooling	  &	  UV	  background	  hea(ng	  
–  Low	  efficiency	  star	  forma(on	  
–  Stellar	  winds	  +	  SNII	  +	  SNIa	  
–  O,	  Fe,	  C,	  N,	  Si,	  Mg,	  H	  
–  AGN	  feedback	  radio/quasar	  

•  Outputs	  	  
–  Standard	  outputs	  ~200	  Myrs	  
–  Star	  par(cles	  are	  backed	  up	  every	  10-‐20	  Myr	  
–  Lightcones	  (1°x1°)	  performed	  on-‐the-‐fly	  

•  Dark	  Ma]er	  (posi(on,	  velocity)	  
•  Gas	  (posi(on,	  density,	  velocity,	  pressure,	  chemistry)	  
•  Stars	  (posi(on,	  mass,	  velocity,	  age,	  chemistry)	  
•  Black	  holes	  (posi(on,	  mass,	  velocity,	  accre(on	  rate)	  

•  z=0	  using	  10	  Mhours	  on	  4096	  cores	  
•  150	  000	  galaxies	  per	  snapshot	  (>	  50	  part.)	  
•  7.109	  leaf	  cells	  (more	  than	  Illustris	  or	  Eagle)	  

http://horizon-simulation.org/





•  Current spatial resolution ~1 kpc physical i.e. ~ 0.1“ for  4 > z > 1 so 
HST like resolution 

 
•  Harmoni will do 10 to 25 times better i.e. will reach a spatial 

resolution between 40 and 100 pc! 
     Resolving normal galaxies! à we need (at least) the same amount 
     of resolution in simulations à zooms! 
 
•  Why this redshift range? Peak of cosmic activity à let it pass and 

it’s too late for feedback!  
 
 

Important considerations 



9 h-1 Mpc 

3 h-1 Mpc 

Same RAMSES code with 128 root grid, 
3 nested grids 
10 AMR refinement levels 
Identical simulations : Mvir(z=0) ~ 5 X 1011 M¤,MDM ~ 5 x 104 M¤,

	  	  

M* ~ 5 X 103 - few 104 M¤ with  metal cooling, UV background; 
Different star formation & Type II SN feedback implementations    

spatial resolution 
~ 10 pc (physical)  
on finest level 

NUT (             )        AMR                         re-simulations 





•  Difference: observations “smooth” reality but simulations 
also miss unresolved physics!  

•  Beware of convergence studies: sub-grid models generally 
depends on resolution (SF and Feedback)! 

Important considerations 



Kennicutt 1998 log Σgas (Msun pc -2) 
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à using the observed star formation-surface gas density relation? 

ΣSFR ~ Σ 1.4 

where 

Question: is this simply 

How should we form stars in galaxy simulations? 
a.k.a. another sub-grid model 

? 

NB: spatially averaged on 
       kpc scale 
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(FCRAO CO survey) 

ε = 0.01with

if 

star formation efficiency: Universal parameter? What about its meaning? 

depends on  
simulation  
resolution! 

(e.g. Krumholtz & Tan 2005) 

need to at least reach average  
molecular cloud densities: 
50-100 at/cc ?? 

Positive answer: a two parameter implementation 
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(FCRAO CO survey) 

A parameter free/resolution independent alternative?  

if 

ε = with

Hopkins, Narayanan, Murray 2013  

Federrath & Klessen 2012 

No more resolution-dependent density threshold! 

Self-gravity  criterion (beta ~ 1) equiv to “turbulent” Jeans length to pick the  
locii of star formation 
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Excellent description of 
star formation rate in  
simulations of resolved  
supersonically turbulent  
molecular clouds  



Kauffmann et al. 2013 

What observational values for the virial parameter? 



Blue contours: isodensity at 100 at/cm3 

Green            : gravitationally unstable regions 

Visual comparison between the two star formation criteria  



Supernovae feedback a well  
understood  sub-grid model?

If energy conserving phase is captured   
à Sedov solution (Phase 2) Dubois & 
Teyssier 2008 

If only momentum conserving phase (Phase 
4) is captured 
à Kimm & Cen 2014

à Simple 10 Myr time delay for the 
explosion in both cases (~15 Msun star) 

4 Phases of SN remnant 







Impact on the galaxy star formation rate  

z=3 Devriendt, Slyz, Kimm (in prep) 

dens threshold SF, energy fbk 

density threshold SF, no fbk 

turbulent SF, no fbk 

turbulent SF, mom fbk 

dens threshold SF, mom fbk 

turbulent SF, energy fbk 



No feedback runs   

Stellar mass 
@ z=3  
 
1.5 1010 Msun 

 
1.3 1010 Msun 

 



Energy feedback runs  

Stellar mass 
@ z=3  
 
1.4 1010 Msun 
 
8.5 109  Msun 

 



Momentum feedback runs 

Stellar mass 
@ z=3  
 
7.5 109 Msun 
 
2.5 109  Msun 
 



Impact on galaxy rotation curves 



SN explosions enough to reconcile observations and 
simulations? 

Star-to-baryon conversion efficiency at z=3� Mass-Metallicity relation at z=3�

Kimm et al 2015 
Mom fb run + turbulent SF 



Back to large scales: the impact of AGN feedback 
Horizon no-AGN Horizon-AGN 

z=2.5 z=2.5 

Nothing more than injecting thermal energy/jets proportionally to accretion onto 
SMBHs with ~kpc resolution … not great for accretion but maybe not so bad for 
feedback ??? 



Observational MBH-M* / MBH-σ* laws constrain BH 
feedback efficiency 

Häring & Rix 2004 Tremaine et al 2002 

	  
Dubois, Devriendt et al 2012 
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How does H-AGN compare to other state-of-the-art 
hydro cosmological simulations ? 

Naab & Ostriker, review in prep 

H-AGN 

Illustris 

Eagle 

Moustakas et al 2013 



16/03/10 AGN feedback 

AGN feedback alters the morphology of galaxies 

e.g. Dubois, Gavazzi, Peirani, Silk, 2013 



16/03/10 AGN feedback 

Characterising the environment of galaxies 



16/03/10 AGN feedback 

Cosmic web and galaxy alignment 



What is the role of merging at z>1? 

•  What are the major and minor merger fractions at z>1? 

•  How much star formation at z>1 is triggered by major mergers and by 
mergers in general? 

•  Are major mergers important drivers of morphological transformations 
at z>1? 



What is the role of merging at z>1? 
Observations: major-merger-driven SF 

•  Split z~2 massive galaxies into morphological classes 
•  Estimate SFRs and masses via SED fitting (15 HST + ground based filters) 

Kaviraj +13, MNRAS, 428, 925 

At z~2 non-interacting spirals 
are similar to major mergers 
in SFR-mass space 



What is the role of merging at z>1? 
Horizon-AGN: major and minor merger fractions 

•  Major merger rate is low ~ a few 
percent 

•  Minor mergers around a factor of 3 
more common 

•  Not much evolution in merger fraction 
with redshift  

•  Good agreement with existing 
observational studies (e.g. Man et al 
2012) 

Kaviraj, Devriendt et al 2015 



What is the role of merging at z>1? 
Horizon-AGN: merger-driven star formation 

•  Major mergers produce 
little enhancement in SF 
(because background SF is 
already vigorous at high z) 

•  Taken together with low 
major merger fraction, 
implies that major mergers 
not significant contributors 
to star formation budget 

•  Mergers (major + minor) 
responsible for ~30% of SF, 
rest is cold accretion 

Kaviraj, Devriendt et al 2015 



What is the role of merging at z>1? 
Observations: major-merger-driven morph. transformation 

•  Images	  deep	  enough	  to	  see	  
(dal	  debris	  at	  these	  
redshigs	  

•  Split	  spheroids	  into	  relaxed	  
and	  disturbed	  

Only major merger remnants (mass ratio > 1:5) long lived tidal features visible in 
mock images 
Kaviraj et al 2014 

1:10 1:5 1:2 



What is the role of merging at z>1? 
Horizon: major and minor merger fractions 

•  At z~1 one-third of massive 
galaxies have had a major 
merger 

•  All massive galaxies have had at 
least a merger with mass ratio 
10:1 

•  Not enough major mergers to 
drive morphological 
transformations 

Kaviraj et al 15 
Welker et al 15 minor mergers likely important  

but as yet unexplored! 



Conclusions: Where do we stand, where are we going? 

Tremendous progress has been achieved in the domain 
of numerically simulating galaxy formation and evolution. 
A decade ago, dark matter only, N-body simulations 
post-processed using semi-analytic galaxy models were  
available. 
 
We are now starting to resolve some of the galactic baryonic  
physics in cosmological volumes statistically representative  
of the population as a whole and can already capture a wealth of  
observations (mass, size, morphology, clustering, alignment,  
dynamics) with a reasonable level of accuracy.  
 
However, much more work is needed on small scales to  
better underpin the sub-grid models which these simulations  
require to give meaningful results. In particular feedback  
processes which are deemed to play a key role in shaping  
basic galaxy properties (mass, size, morphology)  are still  
very poorly understood.      


